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.CENSORSLTPTSiROUGHGOVOTPCONJTROI,OFDIFORttATICil

One hesult oS the Wateiwcte expeuence has been a heneuled neati.zation o6 the poleh had by those who- can conpot the Scow
ti

o6 4n6o4ni.tcon. Many'ragenc,ceo o6 the Execut,Lve &Lana o6 the FedetaL Govehimenfiirrelfaini, .o6 =we, the Phosident) have

at .onetumelaAothen cLumed an absoZute tcyht to uAhno.ed any A.n6olimatton they choose 6tom anyone they Arlose. TheSe clapna

have produced the Fkeedcm o6 In6oAmat,con Act whA.ch .tavo4e4 some .4mitat,con4 on thA4 absotute dischttionahy powet. Expan g

and mphovtng Ze94.4.tation ha4 been a matteh o6 contivuedattentign'in Cong4e447

Mo4e hecenty-some members o6 Congke44 have become concehned about -.the OyeAnment's use oS the couht4 to en6otte writ:0(44

secrecy c1.44.m4. to tft cetebtatid Pentagon Papehe case thd Executive Bunch 4;44t prevent pubZication by obAinag coula,

utjunfettons. witde the Sup/ one Couht:eventua4Auted aga4Ast the govanment, 4evehat o6 the Justices elated that undeh Some

cc?icumstances they nught.have'uphoed"the injunctions. Since then the Sapheme Couht has het stand inftinction4 against

pubettatton cbta4ned by the CentAat lateit4genceAgency. Th44 cemonaktio byinjuntion -E's the amet oi teg4tation ,bituthiad

oy Reresentative Jonathan 8Nngham o6 New Yank. His hemahk4 upon intkoducing.tha p.g4statien pnovEding an exCetrent4BVielS",.

.)

?b6 the .issue wehe, in pant, as 6ottoals:
. ,

Mr. Speaker, the most historic case before any court of the United 'States this year hasalMost certainly befriX0p6.v..-
. .

pay, 509 t2d 1362,,the second 'chapter of the constitutional crisis firlt addressedin 5S. v, MoitchWi;'466.F24:1309 (4th t:

Cir., 197-2). The case is apainful first in the, histOry of the first, amendrae,nt7the,jiist,,a ofili'time thSr"a;Obartplilkr.'"
used the power of the injunction to assist the Government in restraining the mir'c*.of'kaslcTbtamIndment'freed.6,W.

In the language of4the'lawbooks, the two Marchetti cases effected a "Orior'rastraidt" on both 4eedour of the press-`SMA'

freedom of'speech. To use blunter language, the case involves the unprecedented censorship of a book, by thd Goveint.

teontini4d'ati p. 31. y e

SALE OF 'DWI PAPERS UPHELD 4 "

Baltimore County Cit'avit Court Judge JOhn.N. Maguire. .,'
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yesterday ruled that Maryland's law binningethe sale'of college
. .

term papers violates constitutional guarantees of free,spech..,

In declaring the 1972 law invalid, Maguire overturned thS

lower court conviction of Harry R. McNulty Maguirdl'aid the

law Is "overbroad" in covering.term paper vendors. who are not -

aware of the purchaser's intention of submitting the document

as his own work!: But he said the state has a right to preserve

the integrity of Maryland schools by prosecuting "persons whE

seek to hid in the fraudulent submission" of research papers,

and the General Assembly is expected to be asked to tighten the

law.

(Rochester) Tunes- Union; August 12, 1975, p. 2A.
. .
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SEAP001.1', a4N SECRECY

One o6 those merbeti o6 Congtess of has been conce,tned

ahoutihe'.42sue 06. govelits;e_nt sec,tecy'in many o6 tt6 602m4

ca Senatodt E¢,:tind S. Maskieo6 conceitn is

/t tested -in his conrentson th)tee'diiietent pieces o6

tegZstation keine soesideA.ea by the Senate: The 64A4t

e.,,ornhent is on S 1 albs' :1:4: intended to necod4.6y the

-Fedeicat code Out atso contaxn4 sections that .:oold

pitovide vex cAiming sanctions to.enioAce densotship. The

Aecond comiend iie6Zect..6 the 0.u4titati.on ielt by mitny

Congress overt the itebIctance o6 the Executive.$4anch to '

picovice tepi 4efitkeste4Eo,do .!;o: The .

wahn des with "(Ix :ittempt by Se-datA,Muskie to voith out

a so em tcrbai.4,1Ce the:c!ampeti.nedemands pi the night io

know cua the need 02414ionatsecl.0.,Z4 .6e4'11AtY.

?jr, Fiesident, more than 2 Years pri, the wake o1' Justice

'Department efforts'to prosecute Daniel Ellsberg for the

disclosure of the Pptagon papers history of _our involvement

in Vietnam, the administration put forward a bill (S. 140Q)
r

which would haVe recodified the,Federal Critinal Code.

Hidden deep in that lengthy and complex legislative
,

proposal,, were five sections which, taken together, would have

e$,tarlished in, peacetime a system of governmental censorship

that ademocracy e6u/dhardly tolerate in a time of war.

That proposal Went far Beyond any law{ which we have

ever had even during the eMergeheies of World War I and

World War II. 14 that the proposal would have given the

poverpment the power to prosecute newsmen not only for,

revealing what they determine'the public should know, but

just for possessing informatiOn the Government says they

should not have, it constituted no less than a "national
. -

Secrets Act."

'S. 1400 died Without action in the 93d Congress. It,.:

has, however, found s suecessoi S...1 which is pte4ntl'

'before the Senate Judiciary Committee.

While there have been Illprovements in S. 1 from the

version which was 'Offered in the last Congress many of its

sections -- particularly thOsecdealing with,the reyision of the

espionage laws--raise serious questions affecting the first »

amendment rights of the press in a democracy and the need'

for that fourth estate of GovernTent to keel; ayaechful

eye on the operations oethe other thr4.

Under the new proposal, a reiO,iier who catches 'the

Government in a lie, who uncovers fraud, who unearths.

examples of monumental waste, could go to jai)..

Such a thw would force journalists to -rely upon self-.,

serving press releases manufactured by timid bureaucrats--or

risk going to jail for uncovering the truth,

.
.

A former member of my staff, Mr. Dan Lewis, who it now
.

practicing.law in Washington, and who is very familiar with

the proposed, revisions in the Federal Criminal Code has

prepared a memorandum which discusses each of the problems

posed by the administration proposal. It is worth noting

some of the observations, he makes in his study.

. For example, section 1123 of S. 1 would forbid communi-

cations which are defined.t? include any act of making

information "available by any means to a. person or to the

gaeral. public." Therefore, giving this information to a '

`aiwsman and its publication by the press or *electronic media
.

-,..

The newspaperman, the editor, the,press man, even the
- l

,newspaper deliveryboy.would com4r..-e-- crime under this_

section. In fact, anyone who aided in making the communi-

eation would beconsidered -an accomplice.
, .

o

Newspaper publishers and television station owners

would be no less covered by the ay'for the crimes of their

agents. Under'*tuch a'proposal if information were properly

obtained from a foreign Overnment or from, a foreign press

source or even from direct observation, it wooldiall within

the proscriptions of this section.

For example, if a journalist printed information about

the secret U.S. bombing in Cambodi uring the Vietnam war,

and'that information had not bee officially released, such

a press report would be a crime, even if the journalist
...

obtained the information by his own direct observation or .

would constitute a felony.
. .

through a foreign press report, -

Even more important certain sections of this bill

would make the act of communicating certain information a

crime even if such Communication was made with. no intent to

harm the Wilted States or to aid is enemies. The act

requites no mens rea or the intent to do wrong whieh.is

fundamental to our criminal law:

While the objectives of S. 1 were to simply recodify the

existing Federal criminal law, we find the scope ?tf the

proposed National Secrets Act to bear little resemblance

fo existing esplonagelaws which generally limit criminal

prosecution to espionage as it is traditionally understood. .

The present espionage laws have been...limited by khe Congress

and the courts to.cover specifically enumerated types of
. .

vital secret information; to require that persons charged

have intended to injure the United States, or have an intent

to do wrong; and that they,be applied to the transmission
. ,

of information 'which would in in fact-ause an "injury"

to the United States or be used to the advantage of a

foieign natatrfir..

U.S4 Con4hegion4 Recoitd, 94th Cong.; 1st
.

'1

sess- S 15078-15082.

(Continued on p. 7)
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It ironicihat both 1.1S. against Y tchetti and Knopf

against Colby hav,i-been'refosed the'atte ion of the U.S.

Supreme Court. By' tArning down the petitions for writs of

certiorari Jd thtse cases, thp Can't has left standing as

the law opinions by the Fourth Circuit's Judge Haynsworth

which are patently repugnant eo the first amendment. I

believe that a review of the facts of the entire case, and

of the historic principles involved, will make it clear

that Judge Haynsworth's opinions in U.S. against Marchetti

and Knopf against'Colby are a major blot upon the first

Asendment, one that can and must be reversed by appropriate

legislation.

The Case

Victor L. Marchetti was employed by CIA in October

1955. 'He resigned from the Agencyin September 1969,

ffiftep having held posts that included that of Specia

Assistant to the Deputy Director.

Following his resignation from the CIA, Mr. Marchetti

signed a contract with Alfred Knopf to write a nonfiction

book'about the CIA. this book was finally published by

Knopf, in 1974, ander the title "The CIA and the Cult of

Intelligence." The 168 deletions that so prominently mar

that book are testimony to the success of 3 years of liti-

gation Wthe U.S. Government and the CD!, which diligently

pursued aim of censoring Marchetti's book. The

in the Marchetti cases are the legacy

sive effort to gain judicial approval of govern-

. orship.

igation in the case was begun on April 18, 1972, when

ited.States went into court to bequest temporary

ve reliefwhich later became permanent--against the

real or imagined threats posed by Marchetti's writings.

The permanent injunction that was eventually issued against

Marchetti is as extraordinarily broad as it is'unprecedented.

It required then--apd still requires now--that Marchetti-

submit to the'CIA "any manuscript, article or essay, or

other writing, factual, fictional, or otherwise, which

relates to or purports to relate to the Central Intelligence

Agency, intelligence, intelligence activities, or intelli-

gence sources of methods;" and it authorizes the Director/

of Central Intelligence, within 30 days, to order deleted

"any classified information relating to intelligence

activities, (and) any classified information concerning

intelligence sources and methOds." The injunction exempts

from its scope classified information whi5h_has-been placed

in the public domain by the United States.

This first round of litigation in the Marchetti case

was conducted'in the shadow of the Pentagon Parpers.case

NOV York Tames Co. v,-U.S.4.403 U.S. 713 (1971): There; of

, course, the Supreme Court had explicitly refustb--on first

amendmeht grounds--to enjoin the publication of highly

rlassifiaTdor,,menrs by the ",4ew.vork Times and /the Washington

Post. Stressed the Court in.its per curiam opinion-- quoting

Bantam Book4,Inc. v. Suy.A.vax, 372 U.S. 58, 70 (1963)

An?, system of pt or of expression

comes to this Court bearing a he'avy pre-

sumptionagainst its constitutional validity.

Both the district court and the court of appeals, havever:

in U.S. against'Marchetti, gave barely a nod in the direction

of N.Y. Times against U.S. What distinguished theMarchetti

case,'said the.Court, was the fact that Marchetni had signed

a contract with the CIA in which he'had agreed never'to make

public classified information which he had come across while

employed by the CIA. The district court had stated the

matter directly:

In the opinion of the Court the contract

takes the case out of the scope of the

First Amendment; and, to the extent the

First Amendment is involved, the contract

constitutes a waiver of the defendants'

rights thereunder. It is these doluments

that the Court feels distinguish this

case-froM New Vonk lima Co. v. U.S.,

403 U.S. 713 (1971), and render it no

more than a usual dispute between an

employer regarding the revelation of

of information obtained by that employee

during his employment. Consequently,

there is no prior restraint and no such

heavy burden on the United States to show

irreparable damage to the country as was

imposed by I1 4) Yokk VMS.

Round One ended with the Supreme Court refusing

certiorari, 409 U.S. 1063--three Justices dissenting. The

fourth circuit's opinion stood: the Government courd henceforth

make use of court injunctions to censor books prior to

publication. Twenty years after signing a secrecy agreement,

a former government employee could and would find himself

unprotected by the first amendment.

The absurdity of attempting to fashion a watered-down

version of first amendment rights based on waiver, creating

a legal territory on which free speech cases suddenly findi

themselves ttansformed into "no more than a usual dispute"

over the provisions of a contract, has been amply illuitrated

by round 2 of the Marchetti controversy, Together with

Jonathan Marks,'Marchetti completed his CIA manuscript for

Knopf. Pursuant to theinjunction, he then submitted.the

4.
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manuscript for censorship to the CIA. TheCIA originally made

339. deletions; these were later negotiated down to 225, and

then again to 168.

Objections to these 168 cuts'werq the basis

proceedings that have now produced the Byzantine

Knopf versus Colby.

The district court upheld only 28 of the CIA's 168

deletions..lIt'found that ip the other 140 cases, there was

no persuasive,evidence that the material had actually been

classified. Said the Court:

The decision as to each ftemhere in

questiOn by an individual Deputy Director

seems tp have been made on an ad hoc basis '

as he vlewed the 'manuscript, founded on his

belief at that time that a particul

item contained classifiable information

which ought to be classified.

It should be noted that the district court was asserting

no constitutional right on behalf of Knopf and Marchetti in

its decision. Rather, it was merely finding that as a matter

of fact 14d of the CIA's deletions dealt with material that

the CIA could not show was mlassified, and.which thus--under

the decision of the court of appeals--could not be deleted.

.

for the

logic of

The court'of appeals reversed these findings of fact. In

order to juAhfy this reversal, Judge Haynsworth enunciated

in his opinion
.

a
,/
hitherto undiscovered lynchpin of constitu-

tional law, known as the "presumption of regularity" in the

decisions of government officials. Given this presumption,

said the court, the Government did not need to show any

actual proof that a piec'of information had actually been

classified; rather, it had merely to argue that the information

was "classifiable:" and that it was contained somewhere in a

document with a classification stamp on it. Actual evidence,

though "nice," is unnecessary, said' the court, It wasjxom

this basis that Judge Haynsworth proceeded to detail the

nature of the dovernment'st,"burden" in such a case as

Marchetti's. Not surprisingly, he found that the Government,.

had met that "burden" in each,of the 168 Instances where it

was attempting to do so.

Other peculiar exercises indulged in by Judge aynsworth

iR Knopf are now also on the'verge of being incorporated. into

Our venerated first amendment." The original injunction against

Marchetti did not include-a prohibition against publishing

material that had entered the public domain. Marchetti,

marks, and Knopf claimed that 74 items among the 168 delet106

had been discussed publicly, and showedthisat trial with

congressional hearings, newspaper and magazine articles, and

a transcript of a television program. Public domain? No,

NOVEMBER 1975

said the district court, in a ruling that the court of

appeals affirmed; no, despite the fact that "It does, of

course, put Marks and Marchetti in a position of being unable

to write about matters that everyone else can write about."

The court of appeals elaboraoed:

Rumors and speculations circulate and

sometimes gel into print. It is one

thing for a reporter or author to

speculate or guess that a thing may be

so or even, quoting undisclosed sources,

to say eha it is so; it is quite

another thing for one in a position to know

of it officially to say that it is so.

, In other words, "highly sensitive" information can be

bandied about by the press only to lbng as the American publt

entertains some doubt as to its authenticity. Cross the

barrier between ",rumors and speculations" and facts, howe,Ter,

and you leave the first amendment behind.

Such surprises abound in the jurisprudential territory

opened up by Knopf; behind every news-stand there lurks a

censor, equipped with a "presumption of regularity." As a

final instance of this, let us take the court of appeals'

reversal of the district court on the issue of whether.

Marchetti could publish informatioewhih was either

letrned by them outside of their employment or was 1 rned

both during their employment and afterwards and would/ha

been learned afterwards "in any event." The district court

held that as admatter of fact, seven deleted items fell

within this category; as a matter.of law, it held that these

items could be published, since the secrecy agreement in

Ifiettirs employment contract--which was the basis for

he.original injunction--quite clearly did not rer matters
4.

earned of after the termination of Marchetti's/employment.

e court of appeals agreed with the latter port of law,

but 'rendered it meaningless with another presrption. Sai

Judge Haynsworth:
/

Regardless of the District Court's/

finding of fact, neither (petitioner)

should be heard to say that He did not
...*

learn of information during the'course ,,,,,rk

. ,

of his employmefit g-the information

was in the Agency and he had ccess to

it. At.least, a substantia1-1re-

sumption should be raised against him.

Rather than continuing to plunge down through this

Kafkesque abyss of lank -like burdens/andmaniacal.presump-

dons, I shall cut of disZussion of Judge Haynsworth'g

opinion: given the presumption of an, after
,

-life, it is-

clean'that the eloquence of Justice Black's outraged ghost
. .
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must be drowning out my own words anyway. So that I here

retreat from the perils of Knopf against Colby, to return to

the more familiar principles of the first amendment; based

upon a discussion of these principles, I believe, a reasonable

approach to the problem of security secrets versus the first

amendment can be suggested.

Prior Restraint and the First Amendment

The first amendment's strictures upon prior restraints

directed against freedom of the press and of speech are so

elementary to our constitutional Government that they hardly'
--

require any detailed review. Justice Black wrote:

Both the history and the language of

the Fiiht Amendment support the view that

the press must be left free to publish

news, whatever the source, without

censorship, injunctions, and prior

restraints. New Yortie Time4 Co. v. U.S.;

413 U.S. 713, 715.

Wrote Justice Douglas,. citing the definitive modern

treaties on the first amendment (Zachariah Chafee's "Free

Speech in the United States" (1941), and Thomas Emerson's-

"The System of Freedom of Expression" (1970):

It is common knowledge that the First

Amendment was adopted against the wide-

spread use of seditious libel to punish

the disseiminaeion of material that is

embarassing to the powers that'be.

The landmark case in the development of the law of prior

restraint is, of course, Neeth v. Minnebota, 283 U.S. 69,-

(1931). Chief Justice Hughes' opinion there definitively

stated what a reading of history already revealed: that the'
-

"chief purpose of (the First Amendment's) guarantee (is) to

prevent previous restraints upon publication." Near v.

Ainnebota, supra, at 713. In speaking of the Near case,

Chief Justice Hughes justified "the immunity of the press

from previous restraint" in terms that are as applicable to

the Marchetti case as they were to the Pentagon Papers case,

or Neat v. Minnebota

While reckless assaults upon public

men, and efforts to bring obloquy upon

those who are endeavoring faithfully

to discharge official duties, exert a

baleful influence and deserve the severest

condemnation in public opinion, it

cannot be said that this abuse is greater,

and it is believed to be less, than

that which characterized the period in

which our institutions took shape.
A

-

Meanwhile, the administration of

government has become more complex,

the opportlnities for malfeasance and

cbrruption.have multiplied, crime has

grown to most serious proportions,

and the danger of its protection by

unfaithful officials and of the impair-

ment of the fundamental security of life

and property-by criminal alliances and

'official neglect emphasizes the primary

need of a vigilant and courageous press . . .

The fact thlt the liberty of the press

may be abused by miscreant purveyors

of scandal does not make any the less

necessary, the immunity of the press from

previous restraint in dealing with official

misconduct.

Whether any circumstances tin justify the imposition of

prior restraints on the press has\been a topic of hot

debate. The range of language in the Times against United

States'case indicates the significant differences of

opinion.or the question. The per curiam opinion of the

Court hedged, stating merely that any system of prior

restraints '"come9 to this court bearing a heavy presumption

against its constitutional validity," (citing "Bantam

\Books," Inc. v. Sativan, 372 U.S. 58, 70 (1963), and that

with regard to any restraint, the Government "carries, a

heavy burden of showing justification." Justices Black and

Douglas went further. Justice Douglas asserted:

The First Amendment "leaves . . . no room

. 'for governmental restraint on the press.

Justice Brennan, on the other hand, identified "a

single, narrow class of cases in which the first amendment's

ban on prior judicial restraint may be overridden--such

cases may arise only when the Nation "is at war," Schenck

v. United State4, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919), during which

times "no one,would'question but that a government might

prevent Actual obstruction to its recruiting service or the

publication 4 the sailing dates of transports or the number

and location of troops." Neap v. Minnebota, 283 U.S. .697, 4

716 (1931)."., Justice Stewart stated the matter negatively.

He wrote:

I am convinced that the Executive is

Correct with espect to some of the

documents (the entagon Papers)

involved. But annot say that dis-

closure of any of them will surely

result ,in direct, immeidate, and

irreparable damage to 'our Nation or
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the Time* case which indiCated that some prior restraint

m ght be justified, stated that the government's case against

publication of the Pentagon papers was substantially

wakened by the absence of any relevant legislation by
"\,,

Co gress. Justice White wrote:

At least in the absence of legislation

by Congress, based on its own investi-

-->
gations and findings, I am quite unable

to agree that the inherent powers of the

Executive and the courts reach so far as
,./

to authorize remedies having such

sweeping potential for inhibiting

publications by the press.

nterestingly, those in accord with this,position

in6ud --or at least did once include--Mr. William Colby.

The CIA's Director has sought in the past, and continues

to seek legislation which would criminalize the disclosure

of classified information, and which would provide the CIA

with the\authority to seek injunctive relief against such

discloss. In a letter introduced at trial during the

Marchetti case, Colby conceded that nu authority to seek

suitable njunctive relief currently exists: /

'Prevention of disclosure in order to

\:83

void serious damage to the intelligence

llection effort better serves the -!--
1

national interest than punishment after

"Bingham on Censorship"

its people. That being so, 'there can

under the First Amendment be but one

.j1.11.cial resolution of the issues

before us.

It is important to note that all of those opinions,in

di closure; however, there is no existing

\ st tuto authorit for in unctive relief.

(E hasis added.)

It would ertainly be interesting to know at what point

the Government decided that old-fashioned contract law

could be fashi ned into an adequate substitute for the
.

explicit "stat tory authority for injunctive relief" whose

absence Mr. Col .y once viewed with such concern.

What I pro ose today is that the Congress make available

suitable injunctive relief in a specifically defined range

of cases. By arefully and narrowly defining that range,

we will'eliminate such unwarranted and lawless use of prior

restraint as was approved by the fourth circuit in the

Marchetti case. At the same time, we may expedite the

lawful handling of cases where a matter seriously affecting

the national security is legitimately involved . . . .

Section 2 of my bill adapts the language of Justice

Stewart, quoted above, and sets out the following general

guidelines for when an injunction may issue against

publishing the news:

The District Courts of the United

Stites are hereby empowered to grant

the petition of the United States to

enjOin speech, or the printing or

publication of any matter, if and only

if the Government has both alleged and

proved that communication of such

matter will surely result in direct,

immediate and irreparable damage to

the security of the United States or its

people.

The key phrase here is, of course, "such matter will

surely result in direct, immediate and irreparable damage

to the security of the United States or-its people." This

formula, while adaptable to a variety of situations, lb

meant to be interpreted as narrowly as possible. Clearly,

it would permit prior restraint in such a situation as was

described by Chief Justice Hughes in Near against

Minnesota- -that is, where there is a threat to publish the

sailing dates of transports during wartime. Neat v.

Minnesota, supra at 716. It would also, include the non--

wartime situation hinted at by Justice Brennan in Times

against U.S., where the publication of information might

somehow in a manner that the Goveinment would be obliged

to set out specifically--"set in motion a nuclear holocaust."

I suggest that even during peacetime, certain crucial

military information could to suppressed. I would hope

that congressional hearings will consider in detail the

question of when information about intelligence gathering N,

would be considered so vital to the national security as to

justify prior restraint. Censoring accounts of tie

identities and activities of agents currently in dangerous

positions abroad comes quickly to mind as a fruitful topic

for discussion: I am certain, too, that the Congress will

want to give attention to a number of other situations

where the "irreparable damage" threatened is to something

less thin the "security of the United States or its people."

What would clearly not be included among permissible

prior restraints under section 2 are injunctions against

the kind of information that the Government attempted to

suppress in the Pentagon papers, and which it has

successfully suppressed in the Marchetti case; information

whose release threatens no, lives, but which would prove
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embarassing to the Government. The Pentagon papers are a

clear case of such embarassing information; the tragic,

stubborn, unforgiveable blindness of the Nation's leaders

was revealed, but no liYes were lost as a result of publica-

tion, nor was. the Nation rendered suddenly vulnerable to

enemy attack. Similarly with Marchetti: the suppressed

information in his book would help reform our estimate of the

virtues inherent.in the recent conduct of U.S. foreign policy,

but obviously would not have suddenly crippled the Nation in

any way--we note that nothing in court opinions ever indicated

that release of the information would have posed any genuine

danger "to the United) aces or its people."

U.S., Congtmsionat Recovd, 94A Cong.,

1st sess., H 7167-.7170.0

PT ESS-FTEEM FEUD BOILS OVER IN QUEENS SCHOOL

A long-smoldering feud between the strict-disciplinarian

principal of a Queens high school and the more permissively

inclined administration of the city school system broke into

open warfare yesterday over the issue of freedom of the studen

press.
'

Over the outraged objections of Dr. Howard L. Hurwitz, th

principal of Long Island City High School, a group of high

school officials and security guard'S entered the school and

distributed 3,000'copies of a special edition of the student'

newspaper`containing a student's article that the principle

had suppressed for nine months.

regard this' action on the part of Chancellor [Irving]

Anker as disgraceful, outrageous and reprehensihle," said Dr.

Hurwitz, who declared his intention to;sue the Chancellor for

$1-million for "interference and harassment."

The article was written by Priscilla Marco, a penioT and4

student in a journalism class. It discussed a Board of Educa-

tion pamphlet on students'. rights and responsibilities and

questioned the refusal of Dr. Hurwitz to permit the pamphlet's

distribution at the school as required by the board.

Dr. Hurwitz has rejected the pamphlet because it listed

"too many rights and not enough responsibilities." And the

student's article, he said, was full of inaccuracies and

was "irresponsible and badly written:" He had refused to

spew its publication in the student paper, The Skyline, since

it was submitted last October.

The special edition distributed yesterday was printed at

Mr. Wilner's direction and'carried a banner headline: ".An

Issife of Free Press." In addition to the original Marco

article and a revised version by the same student, the,single-

sheet paper contained an "open letter" by Mr. Wilner and

Samuel Polatnick, the executive director of the division of

high schools.

The New Voith Timm, June 24, 1975, p. 35.

"Muskie on Secrecy"

Mr. President, today I am introducing, with Senators

Roth, Abourezk, and Javits, legislation which I believe

will give the CongresS-tha meant-Id-halt-the stead; erosion

of its power by officials who arbitrarily withhold information

needed to legislate and to oversee the workings of programs

Congress has authorized.

Only 11 months ago, this Nation was embroiled-4n a

conflict between two branches of the Government 'of such

dimensions that it threatened the foundation of our system.

It is testimony to the durability, the resiliency and

the lasting strength of our 200-year-old systems of checks

and balances, that the highest court in the land ordered the

Chief Executive to produce materials withheld under a claim

of privilege; that the same order precipitated the first

resignation of a U.S. President, and that we smoothly made

the transition to a new administration with little or no

disruption^in the chain of governing authority.

Earlier in the sequence of events UhichIllso had

brought the House of REpresentatives close to a vote on the

question of impeachment, the district court. for the District

of Colibia said that the Senate Select Committee on

Presidential Campaign Activities lacked standing to seek

production of many of the same materials which were the

subject of the later famous case of United States against

Nixon,'President of the United States.

The Congressional Right to Information Act would, for

the-first time in the history of our country, provide a

practical and a just way to solve the controversies between

the legislative and executive branches as to what information

the Congress is entitled in orr to _carry out its consti-

tutional functions.

If the Congress is to legislhe, if the Congress is to

conduct investigations, if the Congress is to appropriate

funds for the operation of the Government, then the Congress

must have all of the information in the possessioq.df the .

executive branch of Government which it finds necessary.to

fulfill those responsibilities.

In his book on the suhject,of "Executive Privilege," -

Harvard law professor, Raoul Berger, observed:

He who controls the flow of information

rules our destinies . . . It was not

the design of the Founders that the

people and the Congress should obtain

only so much information as the

President concluded was fitting for them

to have. As a partner-,-as thd senior

partner - -in the conduct of our government,

the Congress is entitled to share all the

information that

\

pertains to its affairs.
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Certainly the experiences og Teapot Dome, of Vietnam, and

of Watergate, have shown that the abuse of delegation authority

\fannot be discovered, disclosed identified, or restrained if

the disclosure of information itself is controllable only bY

the executive branch.

Ht. President, this legislation represents a truly

moderate and restrained congressional response to the recent

,history,of immoderate and unrestrained exercise of Executive

authority in the form of withholding information from the

Congress. .

Thehill would direct the head of every Federal agency to

;keep the committees of the Congress fully informed on all

matters within their jurisdictions.

, It, further would mandate every Federal official or

employee to comply with congressional requests for information

unless the President specifically instructs them in writing

not to do so.

If a request for information is denied, a committee

chairman would be authorized to issue subpenas to compel the

production of ,the information sought. he committee would

determine that the information is necessary to its legislative

function, and the chairman could be authOrized to issue a.

subpena, notwithstanding the Presidential instruction.

Should the,Federal official refuse to comply withthe

subpena, the committee chairman could seek authorization from

the particula'r House to initiate a civil, action in the U.S.

'District court for the District of Columbia to enforce the

subpena.

The district court would he given jurisdiction over such

actions'and the power to enforce the subpenas by mandatory

injunctions or other apptopriate order. The court also could,

modify the subpenas'or set them aside entirely.

Many Americans were shocked 2 years ago when the Attorney

General Kleindienst came before a joint hearing by the Govern-

ment Operations Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations and

the Judiciary Subcommittees on Separation of Powers and

Administrative Pradtices and Procedures and asserted that the

Congress could only obtain information the'President consented

to disclose: He maintained:

Your power to what the President

knows, is in the President's hands.

We have attempted to answer that sweeping claim with this

legislation. It is designed to implement the fundamental

constitutional principle of the checks and balances between the

three branches. of Government . . . .

At the request of Senator Roth and myself, Senator Ervin

was generous,enough to provide us with his views on the

importance of this legislative effort.

In a recent letter he said:

My experiences as Chairman of the Senate

Select Committee on Presidential Campaign

Activities, and my long study of executive

privilege have convinced me that some remedy

short of the drastic alternatives of con

tempt of Congress or the power of the purse -

is necessary for proper congressional access

to information. The Congressional Right

to Information Act would have provided a

very reasonable remedy.

In the absence of a jurisdictional"

statute applicable to allcommittees,,we

are left with begging an executive agency

to turn over. information or resorting to

more severe alternatives, every time a

committee needs information to carry

out its legislative functions.

Even more recently, the Senate Select Committee to Study

Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activi-

ties has met with considerable resistance in its efforts to

obtain information
.
to carry out its mandate from the Senate.

Upon learning of our intention to reintroduce this

bill, the distinguished chairman of that committee, Senator

Church, wrote:

. . . I have come to appreciate the need
.

for swift determination of controversies -

between the legislative and executive

BrancheAkover"access to information in

the hands of federal agencies.* The Select

Committee and its staff have spent weeks,

indeed, months, locked in debate with the

federal intelligence agencies over this

. matter, and I cannot say that even now

we have evolved procedures which will
I

provide the Cmmittee all the information

it needs to f lfill its mandate.

. . . had a bill with the purposes of the

Congressional Right to Information Act
t 4 '

been on the books, the Committee would
.:

'have had the benefit of carefully refined

procedures and the means to receive prompt

judicial enforcement of its requests for

information.

U.S., Conoe4aionat Recond, 94th Cong.,_

1st sess., S 13491-13494
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Mr. President, the practice of government secrecy gives a

higher priority to confidentiality than to candor. It en-

courages deception instead o.f disclosure. And it feeds the

suspicion of many Americans that their Government will-Aot

tell them the truth.

Yet, we all realize that a degree of secrecy f's essential

to protect our defense and to promote the success of our

foreign policies in a world where nations hostile to our

interests hold both the power and the intent to.undermirie our

cause and that of freedom,

In our democracy there is an inherent conflict between

the need for secrecy'and the need for a fully informed public.

The only answer to that conflict is to find the balance

between a society that is open and one than is dangerously

'exposed.

Certain institutions of our,Government have by tradition

and neglect been permitted to operate Without public or

congressional scrutiny. The inevitable result of such isola-

tion in a society which encourages a free and aggressive press

is the rush to make public long-hidden transgressifns by

Government agencies and officials.

This process of public cleansing is important to the

restoration of order andproper control to various parts of the

Government, but.it necessarily retults in'a temporary loss

of effectiveness..

It is better to assure that the operation of Government
,

is continuously subject to proper,oversight by the people and

their repregentatives so that openness is ongoing and not

merely cyclical.

What has been ongoing, however, is the dispute between

thb Congress and the President ovet:Material which has been

stamped secret by the executive branch.

Mr. President, the'legislation I introduce today with the

cosponsorship of the distinguished senior Senator from New

York (Mr. JavitsL the 'Government Secrecy Control Act, is an

effort 'to restore the balance between secrecy and accounta-

bility by restoring the balance between the powers of the

executive and legislative branFhes over national security

policy and the information essential to its determination.

Hearings on similar legislation which we introduced in

the 93d Congress were held in May and June of last year.

Since that time, the importance of such a measure to resolve

the conflict has become ever more apparent . . . .

The legislation I? introdude today approaches the

problems of secrecy from the perspective of sharing a con-

stitutional power--the power to withhold or disclose

sensitive information:
#

By default and inaction, responsive to the perceived,

leading role of the President in dealing with cold war tensions,

p

the Congress has permitted that power over information to

lodge exclusively in the Executive. The result of our one-

way grant of discretion over secrecypolicy hasinevitably,

been abuses of power, a system of information classifica-

tion which serve
/

neither the interests of intelligent I

'policy Making no the requirements of an informed citizenry.

Classification stamps on documentg'no longer serve C.°
. .

protect Information from disclosure. On the contrary, a

"secret" marking on an official document often makes

officials and jnurnalists suspect that the contents are

being hidden from the public more to conceal mistaken or

questipnable actions, than to promote national security.. +.

If we understand that decisions on requiring or

dropping secrecy are essentially matters of individual

judgment where precise standards cannot be.automatically

applied to every case, then we realize that the surest way

to regulate the'thousands of officials who must make such

judgments daily is to subject their decisions to continuous,

impartial review. The review procedures in Executive Order

11652 are a step in the right direction, but the step is

incomplete. All of the review is carried out inside the

executive branch, and most of it is carried out at the lower

poAcymaking levels of the very agencies where the volume

of classified information--and of information improperly

classified--is greatest.

The Government Secrecy Control Act would strengthen

that review process within the executive branch. But,

more/importantly, it would expand the Feview power to

Congress. By, sharing the discretion t impose and maintain

secrecy, the legislation would assure the the difficult,

delicate, individual judgments about secrecy are checked

and rechecked. Only through such thorough review can we

establish that elusive, essential balance between secrecy

and openness.

U.S., Congteulionat Recotd, 94th Cong.,

1st sess., S 16723-16726.

(
HAINAN'S FREEDOM Of SPEECH

Franklyn S. Heiman, a former Chairman of the Freedom

of Speech Commission, is now working on a revision of his

textbook, Freedom of Speech Issues and Cases, which was

originally published by Random House in1965. The updated

edition will be one of a series of six books published under

the joint sponsorship of the National Textbook Company and

the American Civil Liberties Union. The_other volumes in,/,/

phe, series will deal with religious liberty, privacy, due

process, racial equality, and sexual equality. In addi-

tion to his own book, ProfessorHaiman is serving as the

general editor for the series of paperback books that will

be issued as a Bicentennial Year publication.
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JUSTICE BLACK WAS RIGHT

In the 6act o6 a vatiety o6 attacks on Oteedom o6 the

ptezz, pto6ezzionat joutnatztz4te ineteazingty apeak:ing

out o6 the condtpt o6 tee zpeech and L meaning in a

democtatic zodiety. The American Society o6 Newzpapet

Editotz has gone zo 6at az to oiganize a gtoup o6 editou

to zpeak to the genetat pubtic on'Fitzt Amendment ibbueb.

Indicative o6 thiA new mititancy tic the commencement adduzz

by Anthony bay o6 The Los Angeles Times at the Unive.A6Zty

06 Cati6o2nia, Sedzetey, Schoat o6 lowtnatZsm.this 3oWng.

The zpeech wab paced in the Congressional Record by

Senator. Atan Ctanzton o6 Cati6onnia.' Pant o6 what Ma. Day

zaid iz az 6ottom:

I'm going to talk about something Berkely has Rad a

good deal of experience with: Free Speech. In particular,

the First Amendment.

It's in trouble. It's in trouble down in Fresno,

where four newspapermen face jail terms for c for not

revealing their sources./ It's in trouble over in Texas,

where a judge tried to keep the names of jurors--that were

revealed in open court--out of the press. It's in trouble

throughout California, where gag orders fall like rain from

the bench and subpoenas, from defense and prosecution lawyers.

And, as you all know, it's in trouble froM the Supreme

Court., which held in the Branzburg decision of 1972 that

newsmen can be compelled to divulge their sources to grand

juries.

The First Amendment is challenged b}; that old enemy of

liberty, the government. It's challenged by those old

friends of the free press, the judges and the courts. It's

in trouble from the misconceptions of the citizens. And

it's suffering from the negligence of newspapers themselves.

I think it's time for the. American press to mount a

much more aggressive and absolutist defense of the First

Amendment than it has been doing. This means stiffening our

backs against compromise. This means oxplaining to an often

critical and skeptical public that our. freedom is theirs,

explaining why, as Justice Potter Stewart recently said, the

press is the only organized private business given constitu-

tional protection. It means explaining also that even while

fairness is the ideal to Which most of-us aspire, the First,

Amendment doesn't..guarantee fairness. All it guarantees is

freedom- -and that includes the freedom to be unfair.. We

have to keep explaining that the First Amendment doesn't

guarantee the outcome of the contest of opinions, it just

guarantees that there will be a contest.

We in the press should start arguing much more

vigorously than we have been that the First Amendment, the

kingpost of our liberty, is mote nearly an absolute, right

than any right natural to man, or guaranteed in the

Constitution.

\IP

a

The First'Amendment, taken in its entirety, is the

pre - eminent right in the Bill of Rights . . . .

Free speech is the means by which our other rights--

habeas corpus, the fourth and fifth amendments and the

others--are protected. The other nine rest on the first.

Without the first, the other nine pre defenseless. And

the free press'is the constitutionally protected agent of

free-speech.

Today, ideological zealo on the right and on the

left--not all of them living in foreign dictatorshifs=

believe that what is said, what is printed, /should conform

to their versions of the good society.

Therefore many revolutionaries of the right,.and

the left, suppress free expression abroad, and would

.suppress it here if they could.

But they are not the chief danger here in the

United States and I don't see their becoming a dange.

The danger to the free press in this country comes

not from a dedicated people who understand what the free

press means, and so oppose it, but from people who misunder-

stand what the free press means, and so, unknowing,

are willing to see it chipped away bit by bit.

A lot of people dank that things that make them

uncomfortable, or which they disagree with, should never be

printed. We get that kind of complaint 'every day.

An even larger number, I think, believe that for good

and overriding reason the free press may on occasion be

curbed.

This is.the heart of the problem in the United States

today. In the minds of the government, in the minds of the

courts, in the minas of the people, in the mind of too many

newspapers, the right to a free press is like all the

other rights in the Bill of Rights, and equal to other

parts of the Constitution, and so has to be balanced

against them. . . .

Everyone knows the story pf the Pentagon papers.

Everyone knows the story of overclassification of government

operations--even sections of the Pentagon papers are still

"classified"--and so, in the government's opinion, not fit

for common eyes--the eyes of you add me.

Less well known is that even now, in Congress, is a

bill that would give the government a more sweeping grant

of power to withhold information, and to prosecute those

who divulge it --a grant of power so sweeping that is

comparable only to the infamous Alien and Sedirion Act.

If you don't know this bill you should. It goes under

the innocuous title of Senate bill 1 "A)Bill to Codify,

Revise and Reform the Federal Criminal Code."

/But listen to what it would do: make it a felony td

collect or communicate "national, defense information" with

the "knowledge that it may be used to the advantage of a
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foreign power. . .;4 ma e it a crime to communicate

t"national defense information :to a person "he knows iq not

authorized to receive i ;"-cover all other persons wh-jpass

such information to t eparties. (This provision is broad

YPenough to embrace orters, editors, publishers ,id m ers

of Congress); make it a grime to pass classified ormatioil to

"unauthorized persons' -- .regardless of intent and with the

government under no burden to show that any harm resulted;

make it a federal offense to conceal the identity of someone

published could, in the hands of courts acting under ,

. i

pressl; from the government, bring about an indefinite delay

in publication of information that could be crucial to the

informed judgment by the public, and to an informed

decision by elected representativeq of the public. T am

not arguing that the government may have no secrets; I ath

arguing that the government's tendency toward secrecy

is so strong that the legal deck must be stacked against

r
t--absoluteiy stacked agaipst it on the matter of prior

,,, restraint. Better that a newspaper publish something

who may have committed a crime; make it a crime for anyone, 1 damaging,to the country, and have to suffer the consequences

including a reporter, to refuse to answer a question in an ! afte<,ds, than that the newspaper be forced to withhold

ofgcial proceeding after a court reqlired an answer. l.'publication of something which; if disclosed, would be of

A casual observer may say, "But that is clearly uncon- j) great benefit to the .country(. l

stitutional, and the Supreme Court will strike it down, and There is great risk in all this. For who is to say

save us."

Maybe so, but n6t necessarily so. The courts, from the

lowest to the highest, conceive of their funLon as adjudi-

cating betweet$ conflicting branches of government and between

conflicting claims of.right. And that is their Iunctkibn,

which on the whole they perform well. But to judge between

conflicting claims is to abridge one at the expense of another,,

and that is what is happening now with the First Amendment"'

and the press.

It is happening in conflicts between thq,press and the

executive branch of the government, and it is happening in

conflicts between the press and the courts themselves.

Take the press and the executive branch.

It is widely supposed in our business that the Supreme

Court decisionoin the Pentagon papers case was a'victory for

the press.

I hope we have" more such victories. For, while the

court said that the newspapers could continue to publish the

pdpers, the count m4jority also implicitly accepted that it

had the power to review the matter before publication.

The court said Yes, Publish, but it implicitly confirmed

the right of the court to say No, fiZn't Publish., I agree wit

the dissenting justicesin that case; Black and Douglas, Who

argued that-the court should have affirmed the absolute right

of the papers to publish without any prior review at X511 by

the courts. Prior review is the old enemy of free sp ech--

another form of the license to print, and scarcely le 's

insidious ....... . .

And, ju;t as an absolute interpretation of the First

Amendment is the only sure defense for the press against the

courts, so an absolute interpretation of the First Amendment

in cases like the Pentagon papers is the only sure defense

for the press against the government. Any law,-.44;ce Senate

Bill One, that attemptsto describe wh4t.iay and may not be

*hat harms and hurts? That is exactly the central point

about freedom of the press. There is ultimately no ud e

of such questions blit the citizens:and ihere is

for the citizens to make such judgment urtless informw

U.S., cong4abionat Recoad, 94th Cong.,

lst.sess., S 13581-13582.

PETE SEEGER SONGFEST IS CANCELED,

AFTER FREE(- SPEECH DISPUTE'
%

Pete Seeger worl't be singing under the ancient Balmvil

tree after all.

Today, a Bicentennial invitation to the folk singer

to lead a songfest under the historic 276-year-old poplar

was withdrawn as a result'of a dispute over the rights of

free speech and assembly.

Robert P,. Ushman, president of the Balmville Citizens.

ASsociation, said he was canceling the proposed ceremony,

whose datehad.not yet been fixed, because the contloversy

over Mr. Seeger now seemed likely to draw huge crowds.

His action came only a few hours 'before the Newburgh

Town Board, a majority of whose members had expressed

objections to Mr. Seeger's political views and "lefe=wing"

associates, seemed ready to reject an official request'for

'the necessary traffic diversions

The Town Supervisor, J. Malone'Bannant had said

when the request was submitted that he felt "the majority

of the board doesn't.believe Mr. Sager presents the.

American view many of us represent."

Dr. EdWin F. Klotz, the Superintendent of Schools,

had objgcted to Mr. Seeger's "well known reputation as a

left-extremist" and to his having entertained dissidents

who 1.qter interrupted Bicentennial ceremonies in Concord,

Mass.,two moriths ago. ,0

The New Voak,finiez, June '17, 19750).435.
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REPORT OF THE AD HOC COMMIt411,

TO EVALUATE THE

FREE SPEECH NEWSLETTER

Procedure

Members of the committee, plus the Chairperson of the

SCA Commission on Freedom of Speech, started the Process by

making independent reviews of their files of back issues

of the newsletterpand writing down their own impressions

as to the strengths and weaknesses of the publication.

Simultaneously a questionnaite waa.prepared and published in

the Spring, 1975, issue of the newsletter soliciting reader

feedback. This produced six responses from readers. All

of this:material'was distributed to the members of the

committee for their perusal, and each responded in writing.

Out of this second set of responses, a clear concensus of

the committee has emerged, and is reported below.

Evaluations And Recommendations

.1. It is generally agreed that the Free Speech newsletter,

in its 13 years,of existence, under four editors, has been

a consistently useful docUment. Each of the editors has

handled his assignment somewhat differently, but it is felt

that each made a distinct contribution and that the variety

caused by different. style's of editorship is, on' balagce,

probably a good thing. However, it iefelt that,the time

has now come, on the basis of the experience of these 13

years, to provide somewhat more guidance to futUre editors

than has been given to past editors, so that a higher degree

of consistency is achieved:and some perceived needs for

improvement met.

2. We believe that the newsletter shoOld meet several

needs: (a) providing news about the activities of the SCA

Commission on Freedom of Speen, its convention programming,

etc.; (b) providing aids, and stimulus,for teachers or would-

be teachers of courses or course units on freedom of speech-

samplesample syllabi or course outlines, exercises and

assignmenti, source materials; (c) providing Leachers, as

well'as researchers or more casual readers of the newsletter,

With informatiog about new books or journal articles which

are particulArly valuable in the field; (d) providing some

information about significant new court opinions' affecting

freedom of speech--both from the Supreme Court and tower

courts; ,(e) proViding space for presentation of competing

points of view; and (f) providing a sampling of significant

news events around the country affecting freedom of speech4

including major policy or position statements by leading

organizations or agencies concerned with freedom of speech

(ACLU, AAUP, VCC, FTC, AIM,, NCTE, ABA, etc.), or by ad hoc

committees (e.g. Yale Woodward Report, Stanford RepOrt on

Bruce Franklin case). It is suggested that each of these six'

functions might be served by sib ections or 'departments of

the newsletter, identified as such, so that the reader can

mole easily find what he might be interested in, and so that

the newsletter has a more predictable and stable structure.

3: If the six functions identified above are to be ful-

filled effectively we believe that the ti/ ne has come to

provide newsletter editors with some professional

assistance. This could be in the form of an editorial

board or coomittef, with each member assigned primary

responsibility for one or two of the functions listed here.

We think tfiat. the newsletter has- outgrown,, or should out-

grow, the one-person show stage, if it is to fulfill

adequately all of the functions described.

4. Commenting more specifically on each of the six function4

we would make the following observations:

a. Every member of the ad hoc committee and every

reader who responded to the questionnaire indicated that

Commission activity news and reports about convention pro-A.

grAing are an essential feature of the newsletter. It is

felt that they have been well handled in the east, and that

this should simply Continue.

b. It is felt by members -of the committee that we should

do much more than we have done in the past'to provide

.teaching aids for'coursesorcourse units in freedom of

speech. Because Of space limitations in a dewsletter.,

these items would necessarily have to be rather abbreviated,

but we believe that a high priority purpose of the news-

letter is to help and encourage people in the teaching

of freedom of speech, and that the best way to do this is

to give concrete suggestions of teaching ideas.

c. Whether the newsletter reader be a teacher of

freedom of speech, or someone with a non - teaching

interest, we believe it is an important responsibility of

the newsletter to call the reader's attention tp valuable

new books and journal articles which are appearing in print

and to provide some indication of their contents. Neither
' 1 -

space nor time would allow for the kind of extensive

critical reviews that appear in journals o,& the profession,

but brief notes are certainly feasible. The preparation

of this section of the newsletter might well be delegated

to a particular associate editor.

d. The - reprinting of excerpts from court opinions- -

both U.S. Supreme Court and significant lower court

decisions--has occupied a large place in past newsletter*.

We believe that this allocation of space has been dispro-

portionately large, particularly the lengthy excerpts from

'supreme Court opinions which ought to be readily available

to most readers ':J.sewhere. We would recommend the con-

tinuatibn of reporting on court opinions--again perhaps oRW,

department of the newsletter could be devoted to this--but

4
,f3
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suggest that these reports be much shorter, simply

summarizing highlights and possibly included a couple of

choice quotations. Comments about the significance of the

opinions would also be helpful. The task of maintaining

this department of the newsletter might also be delegated

to a particular associate editor.

e. The ability to include letters to the editor,

op-eds, etc. depends, of course, on the willingness of

readers to send them in. We do think, however, that more

encouragement might be given to readers to do so and, with

regard to op-eds in particular, they might be specifiCally

commissioned to individuals who the editor thinks might

have something interesting to say.

f. The handling of free speech news items from around

the country is probably the most difficult problem, since

there is so much to choose from and the selection must

necessarily be arbitrary. Also, one person can't possibly

keep on top of everything that's happening. Each editor .

is going to have to develop some systematicligod of

learning about, and selecting important newrneths, agency

and organization policy statements, etc. It gittay be that

each member of the editorial board could be made responsible,

for a region of the country, or perhaps one could be assigned

to follow the New York Times, another the Congressional

Record, anothe* the ACLU or the FCC, etc. There are a

variety of ways'of dealing with this problem; our

committee only. notes that it is a problem which each

editor should faCe and deal, with at the outset of his

tenure in office.

onclusions

It is the hope of our committee that this report will

be circulated to the members of the Commission on Freedom

of Speech by the commission chairman andopliced on the agenda

for discussion by the Commission, at its meeting in

December. If the Commission agrees with our recommendations,

we urge that they be formally endorsed at that meeting,

so that they can then serve as Official guidelines for

future editors of the newsletter.

Respectfully submitted,

Haig A. Bosmajian

Barbara H. Ewbank <
Peter E. Kane

Franklyn S. Heiman, Chairman

(Thu Apo 04,LaZ be diactobed at the Freedom o6 Speech

Connus4kon bioine46 meeting at the SCA Convention. Addi-

tionat 6agg5).tionvs are 4ought ando6howed be .6ent to

Con?i44 pha4Aman Thopnaz Ted6oAd, DepaAtment o6 thavia

and Speechnive/t6ity o6 Nohth CaAoti.na, Gner6bono,N.C.

27412 - ed.)

FREE SPEECH AT SCA CONVEIrION

The Freedom of Speech Commission is sponsoring two

programs at the Speech Communication Association Convention

in Houston this December. Both programs are scheduled for

Sunday, December 28.

.The Eyes of Texas Are Upon You" 2:30 to 3:40 p.m.

(a symposium on freedom of speech in the Lone Star

State chaired by William Gordon)

"Responsible Use of Freedom of Speech" 4:00 to 5:20 p.m.

(participants Christopher Johnstone and James Edward

Sayer, chaired by Richard L. Johannesen)

The Commission will have its business meeting (open

to the public) on Sunday, December 28 at 9:00 p.m. in a

location to be announced in the convention program.

Business now scheduled to come before the Commission is

action on the Ad Hoc Committee Report published elsewhere

in this newsletter and the formulation of recommendations

for new Officers and editors. To be selected for three

year tares are a Commission Chairman, an Editor of

Free Speech, and an Editor of the Freedom of Speech Yearbook.

Chairman of the Nominating Committee is Dr. Alvin

Goldberg, Department of Speech, University of Denver,

Denver, Colorado 80210. He requests' suggestions from the

readers of this newsletter.

NATIONAL AD HOC coma= AGAINST CENSORSHIP

Because of,coOcern over the erosion of First Amendment

Rights in recent years, twenty-three organizations have

come together to form the National Ad Hoc Committee

Against Censorship. The groups, whin include the Speech

Communication Association, are a mixture of civic, pro-

fessional, and religious organizations who formed this

alliance from the shared conviction that freedom of thought,

inquiry and expression must be defended. The organizations

are united in their concern about recent increases in

attacks on a wide range of material unequivocally protected

by. the First AmeoOment.

Since the establishment of the Committed, SCA parti-

cipatiOn hes been handled through the national office.

In orBer to eontinue this active participation following

the move of the national office to Washington, D.C.,

Executive Secretary William Work has - appointed SCA Tember

Daniel R. Chandler to represent, SCA on the Committee. FS

readers are invited to communicate directly with Professor

Chandler regarding any issues Or concerns that they would

like to share or for information about the Committee's

work., His address is Box 511, F.D.R. Station, New York,

Now York 10022.
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SENATOR WILLIAM PR0M:ERE-0N NUDITY AND FAIRNESS

Mr. President, the Supreme Court says that if I am

driving or walking past a drive-in theater and I can see on

its screen human nudity that distracts or offends me, I

just should turn my eyes away.

The Supreme Court does not say I should'turn off my

radio or television set if I hear an opinion on an important

public issue I disagree with. No, it says that I may complain

and, under certain circumstances, it might even help me put

the station off the air.

In a case involving a Jacksonville, Fla., drive-in

theater that showed a movie containing nudity, the Court this

week said, in effect, "If you do not like nudity, that is

just too bad. Nobody is forcing you to look. Do you not

know that the theater owner has first amendment rights?

Besides, some people want to see those thovies: They might

not be able to if the owner can be forced to spend a lot of

money to put, up a big fence."

Mr. Presidents I do not disagree with the Jacksonville

case. But I wonder why the Supreme Court in the past has

not worried as much about free speech and free piess rights

when it comes to radio and television.

The Court in a 6-to-3 decision on Monday held invalid an

ordinance that made it a public nuisance for drive-ins to

d
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ti

exhibit movies showing huMan nudity, if the screen were

visible from a street or other public place.

The majority decision, written by Mr. JuAice Powell,

said:

' The Jacksonville ordinance discriminates

. among movies solely on the basis of content.

In a footnote to that sentence, it said that the issue

in the case- -

is not the viewing rights of unwilling

viewerd but rather the rightsof those

who operate drive-in theaters and the

public that attends these establishments.

The effect of the Jacksonville

ordinance is to'increase the cost of

. showing films containing nudity . . .

In certain circumstances theaters will

avoid showing these movies rather than .

incur the additional costs. As a result

per
(a
ions who want to see such films at

drive-ins will be unable to do so. -

The city of Jacksonville argued that it wanted to pro-

tect its citizens against unwilling exposure td materials

that may be offensive to them.

U.S., ConyLessionat Record, 94th Cong., 1st Sess.,
S 11769-11774.
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